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The Dental Press - The John McLean Archive A Living History of Dentistry
Witness Seminar 5 2014-03 this is the transcript of a witness seminar held at
the british dental association in september 2012 it records the contribution made
by the media and dental press to the practice of dentistry within the united
kingdom from the start of the national health service to the present time the
discussion included a range of major participants in the politics and management
of dentistry during this time including some editors of dental periodicals it is one
of a series of seminars held as part of the john mclean history of dentistry archive
organised between the british dental association and the history of dentistry unit
at king s college london to study the profession especially since the time of the
establishment of the national health service in 1948
The British Dentist 2015-06-10 though the prospect may fill us with dread most
of us need dental treatment at some stage and the reality is that better care has
never been available as this fully illustrated book shows early dentistry was
amateurish and limited to barber surgeons travelling tooth pullers and
blacksmiths with patients often suffering as much from the cure as the malady
and even as things improved in the eighteenth century fashionable dentures
were still made from the teeth of dead soldiers or even of the poor this
authoritative introduction looks at this whole grisly history as well as at the
increasing professionalism seen from the late nineteenth century onwards which
has led to very dramatic improvements in dental treatment including modern
dentures amalgam fillings anaesthetics and orthodontics and to the current boom
in cosmetic dentistry
The Regulation of the Dental Profession by the General Dental Council - The John
McLean Archive A Living History of Dentistry Witness Seminar 1 2014-03 this
transcript of a witness seminar one of a series of five provides an intriguing and
instructional collection of memoires and insights from senior members of the
dental profession and others especially since the inception of the nhs such
seminars capture the knowledge of witnesses to the events discussed these
seminars and associated activities form part of a history of dentistry made
possible by a significant donation from the eponymous sponsor of the john
mclean archive of living dental history dr john mclean was a unique icon of british
dentistry he was a leader of the profession holding many prestigious positions
including president of the bda and an expert on dental materials operative
dentistry and prosthodontics he authored over 100 papers for peer reviewed
journals the seminars are part of a fitting memorial to a great man and provide
information that cannot easily be obtained in books and clinical and research
journals
The Changes in Dentistry Since 1948 2014-03 this is the transcript of a witness
seminar held at the british dental association in october 2011 it records the major
events and changes within the practice of dentistry within the united kingdom
from the start of the national health service to the present time the discussion



included a wide range of major participants in the politics management and
practice of dentistry during this time it is one of a series of seminars held as part
of the john mclean history of dentistry archive organised between the british
dental association and the history of dentistry unit at king s college london to
study the profession especially since the time of the establishment of the national
health service in 1948
The Changing Role of Dental Care Professionals 2014-03 this is the
transcript of a witness seminar held at the british dental association in march
2012 it records the changes in the roles of dental professionals within the united
kingdom from the start of the national health service to the present time the
discussion included a wide range of major participants in the politics
management and practice of dentistry during this time it is one of a series of
seminars held as part of the john mclean history of dentistry archive organised
between the british dental association and the history of dentistry unit at king s
college london to study the profession especially since the time of the
establishment of the national health service in 1948
The History and Impact of Development in Dental Biomaterials Over the
Last 60 Years 2014-03 this is the transcript of a witness seminar held at the
british dental association in june 2012 it records the changes and impact on the
practice of dentistry made by the changes and development in biomaterial upon
the practice of dentistry within the united kingdom from the start of the national
health service to the present time the discussion included a wide range of major
participants in the politics management and practice of dentistry during this time
it is one of a series of seminars held as part of the john mclean history of
dentistry archive organised between the british dental association and the history
of dentistry unit at king s college london to study the profession especially since
the time of the establishment of the national health service in 1948
Handbook of Primary Care Ethics 2017-09-25 with chapters revolving around
practical issues and real world contexts this handbook offers much needed
insights into the ethics of primary healthcare an international set of contributors
from a broad range of areas in ethics and practice address a challenging array of
topics these range from the issues arising in primary care interactions to working
with different sources of vulnerability among patients from contexts connected
with teaching and learning to issues in relation to justice and resources the book
is both interdisciplinary and inter professional including not just standard
philosophical clinical ethics but also approaches using the humanities clinical
empirical research management theory and much else besides this practical
handbook will be an invaluable resource for anyone who is seeking a better
appreciation and understanding of the ethics in of and for primary healthcare that
includes clinicians and commissioners but also policymakers and academics
concerned with primary care ethics readers are encouraged to explore and
critique the ideas discussed in the 44 chapters whether or not readers agree with



all the authors views this volume aims to inform educate and in many cases
inspire chapter 4 of this book is freely available as a downloadable open access
pdf at taylorfrancis com under a creative commons attribution cc by 4 0 license
Dental Economics 2008 issues for 1962 include as a separate section the
association s annual roster
The Journal of the American Dental Association 1981 the publication of
victor klemperer s secret diaries brings to light one of the most extraordinary
documents of the nazi period in its cool lucid style and power of observation said
the new york times it is the best written most evocative most observant record of
daily life in the third reich i will bear witness is a work of literature as well as a
revelation of the day by day horror of the nazi years a dresden jew a veteran of
world war i a man of letters and historian of great sophistication klemperer
recognized the danger of hitler as early as 1933 his diaries written in secrecy
provide a vivid account of everyday life in hitler s germany what makes this book
so remarkable aside from its literary distinction is klemperer s preoccupation with
the thoughts and actions of ordinary germans berger the greengrocer who was
given klemperer s house anti hitlerist but of course pleased at the good exchange
the fishmonger the baker the much visited dentist all offer their thoughts and
theories on the progress of the war will england hold out who listens to goebbels
how much longer will it last this symphony of voices is ordered by the brilliant
grumbling klemperer struggling to complete his work on eighteenth century
france while documenting the ever tightening nazi grip he loses first his
professorship and then his car his phone his house even his typewriter and is
forced to move into a jews house the last step before the camps put his cat to
death jews may not own pets and suffer countless other indignities despite the
danger his diaries would pose if discovered klemperer sees it as his duty to
recordevents i continue to write he notes in 1941 after a terrifying run in with the
police this is my heroics i want to bear witness precise witness until the very end
when a neighbor remarks that in his isolation klemperer will not be able to cover
the main events of the war he writes it s not the big things that are important but
the everyday life of tyranny which may be forgotten a thousand mosquito bites
are worse than a blow on the head i observe i note the mosquito bites this book
covers the years from 1933 to 1941 volume two from 1941 to 1945 will be
published in 1999
Arkansas Dental Journal 1958 total hip replacement effectively began in the uk in
1938 and has led to widely used commercially successful mass produced devices
that relieve pain for an ever increasing period the witness seminar chaired by mr
alan lettin discussed the remarkable postwar collaboration of british surgeons
engineers and manufacturing firms in the development of efficient alloys surgical
procedures instruments and the implementation of clean bacteria reduced air in
enclosed operating theatres as illustrated by successful prostheses and
techniques developed in norwich kenneth mckee wrightington sir john charnley



stanmore john scales redhill peter ring and exeter robin ling and clive lee early
failures such as loosening from infection osteolysis and wear debris stimulated
the search for improved materials and fixation methods as well as the addition of
antibiotics to bone cement to reduce infection national hip registers that record
the survival of different implants were adopted in europe in the 1970s 2003 in
the uk and they pinpoint the successful devices as measured by survival and low
rates of revision an introduction to the volume by dr francis neary and professor
john pickstone and appendices on materials by professor alan swanson on
international standards by mr victor wheble and of details of selected prosthesis
supplement the transcript
Markham's Negligence Counsel 1988 an international abstracting service
covering police science the forensic sciences and forensic medicine
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